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QUANTUM METROLOGY 

“ how to use quantum effects in 
order to improve our ability in 

probing reality ... “

parameter 
estimation

remote 
detection

hypothesis 
testing

Hellstrom
Holevo ...
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Quantum  
Measurements

In quantum mechanics a Quantum Measurement (QM) is any process 
which allows us to acquire (classical) information on the state of a 
(quantum) system.  

“present condition of a system”

“ability of discriminating among different alternatives”



PROJECTIVE (or von Neumann) MEASUREMENTS: (simplest and more 
fundamental form of quantum measurements) 

A Projective Measurement (PM) tries to identify the state      of the system  
among a collection of orthonormal configurations (basis of S):

{|j⇤}j=1,··· ,d �j|j�⇥ = �jj� .

|��

BORN RULE

p(j|�) = |�j|�⇥|2 ,

(for mixed state                          ).p(j|�) = �j|�|j⇥

...

|��

|j = 1� |j = 2�

|j = 3�|j = d�

|0⇥ = |�⇥

|1� = |⇤�

Example: polarized single photon



Beyond PROJECTIVE MEASUREMENTS: 
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Noisy detection



SCENARIO III

Joint detection
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POVM

Ej � 0

n�

j=1

Ej = I

p(j|�) = Tr[Ej�]

positive-operator valued measure



UNCERTAINTY RELATIONS

⇥� �= �⇥ �⇤�⇥ � |⇥[⇤,⇥]⇤|
2

incompatible observables Robertson inequality

|��|�� ?
Wootters, Zurek Nature 299 (1982)

Limitations

NO CLONING                                

TECHNOLOGICAL LIMITS 



 THE MOTHER OF ALL
PROBLEMS

in Q-METROLOGY  
State Discrimination

�2

�3

...

�1

 Find the (optimal) POVM 
which gives the best chance of 
success [e.g. the lowest error 

probability]

Given a finite collection of 
possible states, 

and a single copy of a state     
extracted randomly  from the set 

of possible states, determine 
which one correspond to     . 

�1, �2, · · · , �n

�?

�?

NB:     is one of the selected 
states                          but, a 
priori, we don’t know which one.

�1, �2, · · · , �n

�?

�?



xj � �j

C-Q ENCODING Q-C  DECODING
(measurement)

{Ek}

QUANTUM STATE
PROPAGATION

C L A S S I C A L 
INFO SOURCE

C L A S S I C A L 
OUTPUT

�j � ��
jX Y

�

classical info
quantum info

 Quantum Communication
Transferring Classical Info over a quantum channel

capacity achieved by 
POVMs 

which are asymptotically 
optimal ...

(built upon the notion of
 typical spaces)
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Figure 1: Flowchart representation of the detection scheme:
the projections on the typical subspace H

(n)
typ(⃗j) of the code-

words are represented by the open circles, while the projec-
tions on the typical subspace H

(n)
typ of the average message of

the source are represented by the black circles. The inset de-
scribes the standard PGM decoding scheme which produces
all the possible outcomes in a single step.

III. SOURCES, CODES AND TYPICAL
SUBSPACES

In this section we review some basic notions and intro-
duce the definitions necessary to formalize our detection
scheme.
An independent, identically distributed quantum

source is defined by assigning the quantum ensemble
E = {pj, ρj : j ∈ A} which specifies the density matrices
ρj ∈ S(H) emitted by the source as they emerge from the
memoryless channel, as well as the probabilities pj asso-
ciated with those events (here j is the associated classical
random variable which takes values on the domain A).
Since the channel is memoryless, when operated n con-
secutive times, it generates products states ρj⃗ ∈ S(H⊗n)
of the form

ρj⃗ := ρj1 ⊗ · · ·⊗ ρjn , (5)

with probability

pj⃗ := pj1pj2 · · · pjn , (6)

(in these expressions j⃗ := (j1, · · · , jn) ∈ An). In strict
analogy to Shannon information theory, one defines a
N -element CODE C as a collection of N states of the
form (5), i.e.

C := {ρj⃗ ∈ S(H⊗n) : j⃗ ∈ C} , (7)

with C being the subset of An which identifies the ele-
ments of C (i.e. the codewords of the code). The proba-
bility that the source will generate the code C can then
be computed as the (joint) probability of emitting all the
codewords that compose it, i.e.

P (C) :=
!

j⃗∈C

pj⃗ =
!

j⃗∈C

n
!

ℓ=1

pjℓ . (8)

A. Typical spaces

Consider ρ =
"

j pjρj ∈ S(H) the average density
matrix associated with the ensemble E , and let ρ =
"

ℓ qℓ|eℓ⟩⟨eℓ| its spectral decomposition (i.e. |eℓ⟩ are the
orthonormal basis of H formed by the eigenvectors of ρ
while qℓ are their eigenvalues). For fixed δ > 0, one de-

fines [29] the typical subspace H(n)
typ of ρ as the subspace

of H⊗n spanned by those vectors

|e
ℓ⃗
⟩ := |eℓ1⟩ ⊗ · · ·⊗ |eℓn⟩ , (9)

whose associated probabilities qℓ⃗ := qℓ1qℓ2 · · · qℓn satisfy
the constraint,

2−n(S(ρ)+δ) ! q
ℓ⃗
! 2−n(S(ρ)−δ) , (10)

where S(ρ) = −Tr[ρ log2 ρ] is the von Neumann entropy
of ρ (as in the classical case [30], the states |eℓ⃗⟩ defined
above can be thought as those which, in average, contain
the symbol |eℓ⟩ almost nqℓ times). Identifying with L
the set of those vectors ℓ⃗ = (ℓ1, ℓ2, · · · , ℓn) which satisfies

Eq. (10), the projector P on H(n)
typ can then be expressed

as

P =
#

ℓ⃗∈L

|eℓ⃗⟩⟨eℓ⃗| , (11)

while the average state ρ⊗n is clearly given by

ρ⊗n =
#

ℓ⃗

q
ℓ⃗
|e

ℓ⃗
⟩⟨e

ℓ⃗
| . (12)

By construction, the two operators satisfy the inequali-
ties

P 2−n(S(ρ)+δ) ! Pρ⊗nP ! P 2−n(S(ρ)−δ) . (13)

Furthermore, it is known that the probability that E will

emit a message which is not in H(n)
typ is exponentially de-

pressed [29]. More precisely, for all ϵ > 0 it is possible
to identify a sufficiently large n0 such for all n " n0 we
have

Tr[ρ⊗n(11− P )] < ϵ . (14)

Typical subsets can be defined also for each of the
product states of Eq. (5), associated to each codeword
at the output of the channel. In this case the definition
is as follows [2]: first for each j ∈ A we define the spectral
decomposition of the element ρj , i.e.

ρj =
#

k

λj
k|e

j
k⟩⟨e

j
k| , (15)

where |ejk⟩ are the eigenvectors of ρj and λj
k the corre-

sponding eigenvalues (notice that while ⟨ejk|e
j
k′⟩ = δkk′

for all k, k′ and j, in general the quantities ⟨ejk|e
j′

k′⟩ are

“pretty good measurement”
HOLEVO, SCHUMACHER, WESTMORELAND (1998)
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typ(⃗j) of the code-
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typ of the average message of

the source are represented by the black circles. The inset de-
scribes the standard PGM decoding scheme which produces
all the possible outcomes in a single step.

III. SOURCES, CODES AND TYPICAL
SUBSPACES

In this section we review some basic notions and intro-
duce the definitions necessary to formalize our detection
scheme.
An independent, identically distributed quantum

source is defined by assigning the quantum ensemble
E = {pj, ρj : j ∈ A} which specifies the density matrices
ρj ∈ S(H) emitted by the source as they emerge from the
memoryless channel, as well as the probabilities pj asso-
ciated with those events (here j is the associated classical
random variable which takes values on the domain A).
Since the channel is memoryless, when operated n con-
secutive times, it generates products states ρj⃗ ∈ S(H⊗n)
of the form

ρj⃗ := ρj1 ⊗ · · ·⊗ ρjn , (5)

with probability

pj⃗ := pj1pj2 · · · pjn , (6)

(in these expressions j⃗ := (j1, · · · , jn) ∈ An). In strict
analogy to Shannon information theory, one defines a
N -element CODE C as a collection of N states of the
form (5), i.e.

C := {ρj⃗ ∈ S(H⊗n) : j⃗ ∈ C} , (7)

with C being the subset of An which identifies the ele-
ments of C (i.e. the codewords of the code). The proba-
bility that the source will generate the code C can then
be computed as the (joint) probability of emitting all the
codewords that compose it, i.e.

P (C) :=
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j⃗∈C

pj⃗ =
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j⃗∈C

n
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as
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sequential decoding schemes
LLOYD, VG,MACCONE (2011)  
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PE � P (min)
E = 1�k⇢1�⇢2k1/2

2

Hellstrom 
Bound

the optimal measurement is 
a (non trivial) von Neumann 

projection

Two-state discrimination problem with a 
single copy of the unknown state



P (N)
E =

1� ⇥⇥�N
1 � ⇥�N

2 ⇥1/2
2

� exp[�N �QCB ]

Audenaert et al. Phys. Rev. Lett. (2007)

THE QUANTUM CHERNOFF BOUND
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Two-state discrimination problem with N 
copies of the unknown state

⇠QCB = � log

⇢
min

0s1
Tr[⇢s1⇢

(1�s)
2 ]
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Process Discrimination
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Tan, et al. Phys. Rev. Lett. (2008)Quantum Illumination

�1 �2

�1 �2

Noise detection

target



Process Discrimination              State discrimination

�

� �? �� = �?(�)

Find optimal input state of the probe

Use input state as a probe.... 

⇢1 = �1(⇢) ⇢2 = �2(⇢)



side channels + entangled probes

Choi-Jamiolkowski 
isomorphism

�

�?

⇢2 = (�2 ⌦ I)(⇢)⇢1 = (�1 ⌦ I)(⇢)

use ancillary system as a reference....

Process Discrimination              State discrimination
interferometer



Tan, et al. Phys. Rev. Lett. (2008)Quantum Illumination

PDC 
SOURCE

�1 �2
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�?

 
from State Discrimination to Parameter estimation....

�(X)

the possible candidates form now a 
(say) 1-parameter continuous family 

determining the state is equivalent to 
de t e rm ine t he v a l u e o f t h e 
parameter....



X

Classical 
theory

“measurement”

conditional probability of 
getting     given the value 

X
�p(�|X)

1

p(�1|X)

�

2p(�2|X)

p(�� |X)

�

��

· · ·
Estimation of X 


after     measurements�

⇤� ⇥ (�1, �2, · · · , ��)

Xest(⇤�)

i.i.d. process P (⇧�|X) =
��

j=1

p(�j |X)

data 


proces
sing



Root Mean Square Error (RMSE)

�X ⇥
⌥⌃⌃⇧

�

⇧�

P (⇧⇥|X)
⇥
Xest(⇧⇥)�X

⇤2
=

⌅
�X2 + (X � ⇤Xest⌅)2

Xest
�Xest⇥ X

Figure of merit of the achievable accuracy:

est



CRAMER-RAO bound    

�X � 1�
⇥F (X)

FISHER information

scaling with respect to the number times we repeat 
the measurement

ACHIEVABLE 

FOR LARGE 

ENOUGH      �

F (X) � ⇥
� ⇥

⇥X
ln p(�|X)

⇥2
⇤

1/
�

�



let us go back to the quantum scenario....

⇢(X)



FIX a POVM

1

p(�1|X)

�

2p(�2|X)

p(�� |X)

�

��

· · ·
Estimation of X 


after     measurements�

⇤� ⇥ (�1, �2, · · · , ��)

Xest(⇤�)

i.i.d. process P (⇧�|X) =
��

j=1

p(�j |X)

data 


proces
sing

let us go back to the quantum scenario....

⇢(X)



For each POVM we can write

�X � 1�
⇥F0(X)

�XPOV M � 1�
⇥FPOV M (X)

F0(X) � max
POV M

FPOV M (X)

Given          , which is the best  estimation of X we 
can get?        

�(X)

Therefore the optimal estimation error is 
given by 

where

maximum with respect 
to all  POVM

quantum 

CRAMER-RAO 


bound    



Evaluating                is difficult.

�(X)

However, it can be done if the “X-trajectory” of the system is Hamiltonian

F0(X)

Hermitian generator of 
the trajectory: we include 
also the case in which it 
depends on X.

d�(X)
dX

= �i[h(X), �(X)]

space of the 
d e n s i t y 
matrices of the 
system

p a r a m e t r i c 
t r a j e c t o r y 
induced by X



Braunstein and Caves, (1994)

Helstrom (1976) , Holevo (1982)

�h(X) = h(X) � ⇥h(X)⇤X

⇥. . . ⇤X � Tr
�
. . . �(X)

⇥

In this case one has

with

F0(X) � 4Tr
�
�(X) �2h(X)

⇥
= 4��2h(X)⇥X

and

variance of the 
Hamiltonian



�X � 1�
⇥F0(X)

� 1
2
�

⇥��2h(X)⇥X

�X �h � 1
2
�

⇥
Generalized “Energy-Time” 

uncertainty relation

�(X)

It relate the precision on the 
estimation of the “time” X 
with the spread of the 
Hamiltonian h, i.e.

�h �
�
⇥�2h(X)⇤X



(entanglement as a resource)

Shot Noise vs Heisenberg 



U�

Black Box

� ��

Probe

it transforms the 
incoming probes by 
applying the unitary U�

�� = U� � U†
�

Which precision can be 
achieved with  N probes?

�The physical mechanism which is 
responsible for the process is known. 
What we do NOT know is the value of 
the phase       .�

GOAL: determine 

U(�) ⇥ exp[�iH�]
known Hamiltonian unknown parameter



delay

- InterferometryExamples
- Positioning
- Clock Sync

-Transfer of reference 
frame

-...



delay

- InterferometryExamples
- Positioning
- Clock Sync

-Transfer of reference 
frame

-...

U�

U�

U�

U�

protocol exists that can achieve an error that scales better
than 1=N.

In the case of interferometry, it has long been claimed
that, when using N photons in the interferometer, the
Heisenberg limit 1=N is the ultimate bound to precision
in phase measurements (whereas classical strategies permit
one to reach only the shot noise limit of 1=

!!!!
N

p
[5]).

However, the available proofs are based [6] on an incorrect
interpretation of the time-energy uncertainty relation [7],
or seem to lack the necessary generality as they refer [5,8]
to specific interferometric setups. Our analysis clarifies
that, indeed, the Heisenberg limit is the bound to interfero-
metric precision. Our bound also applies to quantum
phase-estimation strategies [9], which are customarily pre-
sented as examples of exponential-speedup algorithms. In
fact, even though a precision !2"K that scales exponen-
tially with the number K of employed qubits is achieved,
the algorithms require an exponential number of appli-
cations of the unitary U that generates the phase shift.
Thus, in terms of the number N ’ 2K of times that U needs
to be employed in the procedure, one finds the same 1=N
precision scaling of our optimality bound for sequential
strategies.

In the following, we first analyze the theoretical frame-
work that includes most known quantum metrology proto-
cols. We then derive the bounds to precision in the different
scenarios and show that they are achievable. Finally, we
show how this relates to the known protocols and how to
generate new protocols.

Theoretical framework.—Our goal is to find the most
efficient possible way of estimating a parameter ’, intro-
duced by the system onto the probe through a unitary
operator U’ # exp$"i’H%, where the generator H is a
known Hermitian operator. If we are allowed to sample the
system N times, we can either use the parallel configura-
tion of Fig. 1 where N probes are jointly employed or use
the sequential configuration of Fig. 2 where a single probe
is employed N times (or a combination of these two
strategies). Notice that the latter configuration is in princi-

ple more powerful than the former. In fact, a sequential
strategy can simulate any other configuration that employs
the same number of U’’s, if we add appropriate ancillas
and if we allow the total running time to increase.

We start by analyzing the parallel strategies. Taking j!i
as the state of the N probes, it will be transformed into
U&N

’ j!i, where U&N
’ is the unitary transformation gener-

ated by h ' PN
j'1 Hj (Hj acting on the jth probe). In order

to take into account the possibility that ’ can be estimated
through a general (biased or unbiased) estimator, it is
convenient to use the error estimate [10,11]

!’ #
"#

’est

$%%%%%%%%
@h’estiav

@’

%%%%%%%%"’
&
2
'

av
; (1)

where ’est is the estimator employed and where the brack-
ets h iav denote statistical averaging (the purpose of the
derivative @h’estiav=@’ is simply to express both ’est and
’ in the same ‘‘units’’). Whatever is the measurement
scheme employed, the error !’ is bounded by the gener-
alized uncertainty relation [11],

!’"h ( 1=$2 !!!
"

p %; (2)

where $"h%2 ' hh2i" hhi2 is the variance of h on the input
state j!i of the N probes, and " is the number of times the
estimation is repeated. Equation (2) derives from the
Cramer-Rao bound and is asymptotically achievable in
the limit of large ". It implies that the minimum error
!’ is obtained when "h is maximum. If j!i is separable
(CC and CQ strategies), "h ' )Pj"

2Hj*1=2 where "2Hj

is the variance of Hj on the state of the jth probe. Hence the
maximum "h is achieved by preparing each probe in a
state having maximum spread for Hj, i.e., the equally
weighted superpositions of the eigenvectors j#Mi and
j#mi of Hj corresponding, respectively, to the maximum
and minimum eigenvalues #M and #m. These states have
"Hj ' $#M " #m%=2, so that for any state we find "h '
)Pj"

2Hj*1=2 +
!!!!
N

p
$#M " #m%=2. This, through Eq. (2),

gives an optimal CC and CQ error of

!’ ( 1=)
!!!!!!!
"N

p
$#M " #m%*: (3)

This bound can be attained, for instance, by Ramsey inter-
ferometry, i.e., by preparing all the probes in the state
$j#Mi, j#mi%=

!!!
2

p
, and by measuring the probability that

each probe remains unchanged at the output. Even though
Ramsey interferometry does not employ entangled mea-
surements, these are accounted for in the derivation of
Eq. (2); see [11]. This proves that entangled measurements
are not necessary to achieve (3): The CC strategy is as
accurate as the CQ strategy [12].

On the other hand, if j!i can be entangled (QC and QQ
strategies), the maximum "h corresponds to a j!i, which
is an equally weighted superposition of the eigenvectors
relative to the maximum and minimum eigenvalues of the
global generator h, i.e., N#M and N#m. Since this state has

Uϕ Uϕ Uϕ

{A

FIG. 2 (color online). Sequential (or multiround) protocol with
a single probe. Thanks to the ancillary systems A, this scheme
encompasses also adaptive techniques where information on ’ is
extracted between successive applications of the unitary U’. As
in Fig. 1, the triangle represents the probe state preparation, the
black squares represent U’, the symbols on the right represent
detection, and the gray boxes represent unitary operations in-
volving both the probe and the ancillas.
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protocol exists that can achieve an error that scales better
than 1=N.

In the case of interferometry, it has long been claimed
that, when using N photons in the interferometer, the
Heisenberg limit 1=N is the ultimate bound to precision
in phase measurements (whereas classical strategies permit
one to reach only the shot noise limit of 1=

!!!!
N

p
[5]).

However, the available proofs are based [6] on an incorrect
interpretation of the time-energy uncertainty relation [7],
or seem to lack the necessary generality as they refer [5,8]
to specific interferometric setups. Our analysis clarifies
that, indeed, the Heisenberg limit is the bound to interfero-
metric precision. Our bound also applies to quantum
phase-estimation strategies [9], which are customarily pre-
sented as examples of exponential-speedup algorithms. In
fact, even though a precision !2"K that scales exponen-
tially with the number K of employed qubits is achieved,
the algorithms require an exponential number of appli-
cations of the unitary U that generates the phase shift.
Thus, in terms of the number N ’ 2K of times that U needs
to be employed in the procedure, one finds the same 1=N
precision scaling of our optimality bound for sequential
strategies.

In the following, we first analyze the theoretical frame-
work that includes most known quantum metrology proto-
cols. We then derive the bounds to precision in the different
scenarios and show that they are achievable. Finally, we
show how this relates to the known protocols and how to
generate new protocols.

Theoretical framework.—Our goal is to find the most
efficient possible way of estimating a parameter ’, intro-
duced by the system onto the probe through a unitary
operator U’ # exp$"i’H%, where the generator H is a
known Hermitian operator. If we are allowed to sample the
system N times, we can either use the parallel configura-
tion of Fig. 1 where N probes are jointly employed or use
the sequential configuration of Fig. 2 where a single probe
is employed N times (or a combination of these two
strategies). Notice that the latter configuration is in princi-

ple more powerful than the former. In fact, a sequential
strategy can simulate any other configuration that employs
the same number of U’’s, if we add appropriate ancillas
and if we allow the total running time to increase.

We start by analyzing the parallel strategies. Taking j!i
as the state of the N probes, it will be transformed into
U&N

’ j!i, where U&N
’ is the unitary transformation gener-

ated by h ' PN
j'1 Hj (Hj acting on the jth probe). In order

to take into account the possibility that ’ can be estimated
through a general (biased or unbiased) estimator, it is
convenient to use the error estimate [10,11]
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where ’est is the estimator employed and where the brack-
ets h iav denote statistical averaging (the purpose of the
derivative @h’estiav=@’ is simply to express both ’est and
’ in the same ‘‘units’’). Whatever is the measurement
scheme employed, the error !’ is bounded by the gener-
alized uncertainty relation [11],
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where $"h%2 ' hh2i" hhi2 is the variance of h on the input
state j!i of the N probes, and " is the number of times the
estimation is repeated. Equation (2) derives from the
Cramer-Rao bound and is asymptotically achievable in
the limit of large ". It implies that the minimum error
!’ is obtained when "h is maximum. If j!i is separable
(CC and CQ strategies), "h ' )Pj"

2Hj*1=2 where "2Hj

is the variance of Hj on the state of the jth probe. Hence the
maximum "h is achieved by preparing each probe in a
state having maximum spread for Hj, i.e., the equally
weighted superpositions of the eigenvectors j#Mi and
j#mi of Hj corresponding, respectively, to the maximum
and minimum eigenvalues #M and #m. These states have
"Hj ' $#M " #m%=2, so that for any state we find "h '
)Pj"

2Hj*1=2 +
!!!!
N

p
$#M " #m%=2. This, through Eq. (2),

gives an optimal CC and CQ error of
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"N

p
$#M " #m%*: (3)

This bound can be attained, for instance, by Ramsey inter-
ferometry, i.e., by preparing all the probes in the state
$j#Mi, j#mi%=

!!!
2

p
, and by measuring the probability that

each probe remains unchanged at the output. Even though
Ramsey interferometry does not employ entangled mea-
surements, these are accounted for in the derivation of
Eq. (2); see [11]. This proves that entangled measurements
are not necessary to achieve (3): The CC strategy is as
accurate as the CQ strategy [12].

On the other hand, if j!i can be entangled (QC and QQ
strategies), the maximum "h corresponds to a j!i, which
is an equally weighted superposition of the eigenvectors
relative to the maximum and minimum eigenvalues of the
global generator h, i.e., N#M and N#m. Since this state has
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FIG. 2 (color online). Sequential (or multiround) protocol with
a single probe. Thanks to the ancillary systems A, this scheme
encompasses also adaptive techniques where information on ’ is
extracted between successive applications of the unitary U’. As
in Fig. 1, the triangle represents the probe state preparation, the
black squares represent U’, the symbols on the right represent
detection, and the gray boxes represent unitary operations in-
volving both the probe and the ancillas.
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protocol exists that can achieve an error that scales better
than 1=N.

In the case of interferometry, it has long been claimed
that, when using N photons in the interferometer, the
Heisenberg limit 1=N is the ultimate bound to precision
in phase measurements (whereas classical strategies permit
one to reach only the shot noise limit of 1=
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N

p
[5]).

However, the available proofs are based [6] on an incorrect
interpretation of the time-energy uncertainty relation [7],
or seem to lack the necessary generality as they refer [5,8]
to specific interferometric setups. Our analysis clarifies
that, indeed, the Heisenberg limit is the bound to interfero-
metric precision. Our bound also applies to quantum
phase-estimation strategies [9], which are customarily pre-
sented as examples of exponential-speedup algorithms. In
fact, even though a precision !2"K that scales exponen-
tially with the number K of employed qubits is achieved,
the algorithms require an exponential number of appli-
cations of the unitary U that generates the phase shift.
Thus, in terms of the number N ’ 2K of times that U needs
to be employed in the procedure, one finds the same 1=N
precision scaling of our optimality bound for sequential
strategies.

In the following, we first analyze the theoretical frame-
work that includes most known quantum metrology proto-
cols. We then derive the bounds to precision in the different
scenarios and show that they are achievable. Finally, we
show how this relates to the known protocols and how to
generate new protocols.

Theoretical framework.—Our goal is to find the most
efficient possible way of estimating a parameter ’, intro-
duced by the system onto the probe through a unitary
operator U’ # exp$"i’H%, where the generator H is a
known Hermitian operator. If we are allowed to sample the
system N times, we can either use the parallel configura-
tion of Fig. 1 where N probes are jointly employed or use
the sequential configuration of Fig. 2 where a single probe
is employed N times (or a combination of these two
strategies). Notice that the latter configuration is in princi-

ple more powerful than the former. In fact, a sequential
strategy can simulate any other configuration that employs
the same number of U’’s, if we add appropriate ancillas
and if we allow the total running time to increase.

We start by analyzing the parallel strategies. Taking j!i
as the state of the N probes, it will be transformed into
U&N

’ j!i, where U&N
’ is the unitary transformation gener-

ated by h ' PN
j'1 Hj (Hj acting on the jth probe). In order

to take into account the possibility that ’ can be estimated
through a general (biased or unbiased) estimator, it is
convenient to use the error estimate [10,11]
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where ’est is the estimator employed and where the brack-
ets h iav denote statistical averaging (the purpose of the
derivative @h’estiav=@’ is simply to express both ’est and
’ in the same ‘‘units’’). Whatever is the measurement
scheme employed, the error !’ is bounded by the gener-
alized uncertainty relation [11],
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where $"h%2 ' hh2i" hhi2 is the variance of h on the input
state j!i of the N probes, and " is the number of times the
estimation is repeated. Equation (2) derives from the
Cramer-Rao bound and is asymptotically achievable in
the limit of large ". It implies that the minimum error
!’ is obtained when "h is maximum. If j!i is separable
(CC and CQ strategies), "h ' )Pj"

2Hj*1=2 where "2Hj

is the variance of Hj on the state of the jth probe. Hence the
maximum "h is achieved by preparing each probe in a
state having maximum spread for Hj, i.e., the equally
weighted superpositions of the eigenvectors j#Mi and
j#mi of Hj corresponding, respectively, to the maximum
and minimum eigenvalues #M and #m. These states have
"Hj ' $#M " #m%=2, so that for any state we find "h '
)Pj"

2Hj*1=2 +
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$#M " #m%=2. This, through Eq. (2),

gives an optimal CC and CQ error of
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This bound can be attained, for instance, by Ramsey inter-
ferometry, i.e., by preparing all the probes in the state
$j#Mi, j#mi%=

!!!
2

p
, and by measuring the probability that

each probe remains unchanged at the output. Even though
Ramsey interferometry does not employ entangled mea-
surements, these are accounted for in the derivation of
Eq. (2); see [11]. This proves that entangled measurements
are not necessary to achieve (3): The CC strategy is as
accurate as the CQ strategy [12].

On the other hand, if j!i can be entangled (QC and QQ
strategies), the maximum "h corresponds to a j!i, which
is an equally weighted superposition of the eigenvectors
relative to the maximum and minimum eigenvalues of the
global generator h, i.e., N#M and N#m. Since this state has
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FIG. 2 (color online). Sequential (or multiround) protocol with
a single probe. Thanks to the ancillary systems A, this scheme
encompasses also adaptive techniques where information on ’ is
extracted between successive applications of the unitary U’. As
in Fig. 1, the triangle represents the probe state preparation, the
black squares represent U’, the symbols on the right represent
detection, and the gray boxes represent unitary operations in-
volving both the probe and the ancillas.
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protocol exists that can achieve an error that scales better
than 1=N.

In the case of interferometry, it has long been claimed
that, when using N photons in the interferometer, the
Heisenberg limit 1=N is the ultimate bound to precision
in phase measurements (whereas classical strategies permit
one to reach only the shot noise limit of 1=

!!!!
N

p
[5]).

However, the available proofs are based [6] on an incorrect
interpretation of the time-energy uncertainty relation [7],
or seem to lack the necessary generality as they refer [5,8]
to specific interferometric setups. Our analysis clarifies
that, indeed, the Heisenberg limit is the bound to interfero-
metric precision. Our bound also applies to quantum
phase-estimation strategies [9], which are customarily pre-
sented as examples of exponential-speedup algorithms. In
fact, even though a precision !2"K that scales exponen-
tially with the number K of employed qubits is achieved,
the algorithms require an exponential number of appli-
cations of the unitary U that generates the phase shift.
Thus, in terms of the number N ’ 2K of times that U needs
to be employed in the procedure, one finds the same 1=N
precision scaling of our optimality bound for sequential
strategies.

In the following, we first analyze the theoretical frame-
work that includes most known quantum metrology proto-
cols. We then derive the bounds to precision in the different
scenarios and show that they are achievable. Finally, we
show how this relates to the known protocols and how to
generate new protocols.

Theoretical framework.—Our goal is to find the most
efficient possible way of estimating a parameter ’, intro-
duced by the system onto the probe through a unitary
operator U’ # exp$"i’H%, where the generator H is a
known Hermitian operator. If we are allowed to sample the
system N times, we can either use the parallel configura-
tion of Fig. 1 where N probes are jointly employed or use
the sequential configuration of Fig. 2 where a single probe
is employed N times (or a combination of these two
strategies). Notice that the latter configuration is in princi-

ple more powerful than the former. In fact, a sequential
strategy can simulate any other configuration that employs
the same number of U’’s, if we add appropriate ancillas
and if we allow the total running time to increase.

We start by analyzing the parallel strategies. Taking j!i
as the state of the N probes, it will be transformed into
U&N

’ j!i, where U&N
’ is the unitary transformation gener-

ated by h ' PN
j'1 Hj (Hj acting on the jth probe). In order

to take into account the possibility that ’ can be estimated
through a general (biased or unbiased) estimator, it is
convenient to use the error estimate [10,11]
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where ’est is the estimator employed and where the brack-
ets h iav denote statistical averaging (the purpose of the
derivative @h’estiav=@’ is simply to express both ’est and
’ in the same ‘‘units’’). Whatever is the measurement
scheme employed, the error !’ is bounded by the gener-
alized uncertainty relation [11],

!’"h ( 1=$2 !!!
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where $"h%2 ' hh2i" hhi2 is the variance of h on the input
state j!i of the N probes, and " is the number of times the
estimation is repeated. Equation (2) derives from the
Cramer-Rao bound and is asymptotically achievable in
the limit of large ". It implies that the minimum error
!’ is obtained when "h is maximum. If j!i is separable
(CC and CQ strategies), "h ' )Pj"

2Hj*1=2 where "2Hj

is the variance of Hj on the state of the jth probe. Hence the
maximum "h is achieved by preparing each probe in a
state having maximum spread for Hj, i.e., the equally
weighted superpositions of the eigenvectors j#Mi and
j#mi of Hj corresponding, respectively, to the maximum
and minimum eigenvalues #M and #m. These states have
"Hj ' $#M " #m%=2, so that for any state we find "h '
)Pj"

2Hj*1=2 +
!!!!
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p
$#M " #m%=2. This, through Eq. (2),

gives an optimal CC and CQ error of
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$#M " #m%*: (3)

This bound can be attained, for instance, by Ramsey inter-
ferometry, i.e., by preparing all the probes in the state
$j#Mi, j#mi%=

!!!
2

p
, and by measuring the probability that

each probe remains unchanged at the output. Even though
Ramsey interferometry does not employ entangled mea-
surements, these are accounted for in the derivation of
Eq. (2); see [11]. This proves that entangled measurements
are not necessary to achieve (3): The CC strategy is as
accurate as the CQ strategy [12].

On the other hand, if j!i can be entangled (QC and QQ
strategies), the maximum "h corresponds to a j!i, which
is an equally weighted superposition of the eigenvectors
relative to the maximum and minimum eigenvalues of the
global generator h, i.e., N#M and N#m. Since this state has
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FIG. 2 (color online). Sequential (or multiround) protocol with
a single probe. Thanks to the ancillary systems A, this scheme
encompasses also adaptive techniques where information on ’ is
extracted between successive applications of the unitary U’. As
in Fig. 1, the triangle represents the probe state preparation, the
black squares represent U’, the symbols on the right represent
detection, and the gray boxes represent unitary operations in-
volving both the probe and the ancillas.
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protocol exists that can achieve an error that scales better
than 1=N.

In the case of interferometry, it has long been claimed
that, when using N photons in the interferometer, the
Heisenberg limit 1=N is the ultimate bound to precision
in phase measurements (whereas classical strategies permit
one to reach only the shot noise limit of 1=

!!!!
N

p
[5]).

However, the available proofs are based [6] on an incorrect
interpretation of the time-energy uncertainty relation [7],
or seem to lack the necessary generality as they refer [5,8]
to specific interferometric setups. Our analysis clarifies
that, indeed, the Heisenberg limit is the bound to interfero-
metric precision. Our bound also applies to quantum
phase-estimation strategies [9], which are customarily pre-
sented as examples of exponential-speedup algorithms. In
fact, even though a precision !2"K that scales exponen-
tially with the number K of employed qubits is achieved,
the algorithms require an exponential number of appli-
cations of the unitary U that generates the phase shift.
Thus, in terms of the number N ’ 2K of times that U needs
to be employed in the procedure, one finds the same 1=N
precision scaling of our optimality bound for sequential
strategies.

In the following, we first analyze the theoretical frame-
work that includes most known quantum metrology proto-
cols. We then derive the bounds to precision in the different
scenarios and show that they are achievable. Finally, we
show how this relates to the known protocols and how to
generate new protocols.

Theoretical framework.—Our goal is to find the most
efficient possible way of estimating a parameter ’, intro-
duced by the system onto the probe through a unitary
operator U’ # exp$"i’H%, where the generator H is a
known Hermitian operator. If we are allowed to sample the
system N times, we can either use the parallel configura-
tion of Fig. 1 where N probes are jointly employed or use
the sequential configuration of Fig. 2 where a single probe
is employed N times (or a combination of these two
strategies). Notice that the latter configuration is in princi-

ple more powerful than the former. In fact, a sequential
strategy can simulate any other configuration that employs
the same number of U’’s, if we add appropriate ancillas
and if we allow the total running time to increase.

We start by analyzing the parallel strategies. Taking j!i
as the state of the N probes, it will be transformed into
U&N

’ j!i, where U&N
’ is the unitary transformation gener-

ated by h ' PN
j'1 Hj (Hj acting on the jth probe). In order

to take into account the possibility that ’ can be estimated
through a general (biased or unbiased) estimator, it is
convenient to use the error estimate [10,11]
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where ’est is the estimator employed and where the brack-
ets h iav denote statistical averaging (the purpose of the
derivative @h’estiav=@’ is simply to express both ’est and
’ in the same ‘‘units’’). Whatever is the measurement
scheme employed, the error !’ is bounded by the gener-
alized uncertainty relation [11],
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where $"h%2 ' hh2i" hhi2 is the variance of h on the input
state j!i of the N probes, and " is the number of times the
estimation is repeated. Equation (2) derives from the
Cramer-Rao bound and is asymptotically achievable in
the limit of large ". It implies that the minimum error
!’ is obtained when "h is maximum. If j!i is separable
(CC and CQ strategies), "h ' )Pj"

2Hj*1=2 where "2Hj

is the variance of Hj on the state of the jth probe. Hence the
maximum "h is achieved by preparing each probe in a
state having maximum spread for Hj, i.e., the equally
weighted superpositions of the eigenvectors j#Mi and
j#mi of Hj corresponding, respectively, to the maximum
and minimum eigenvalues #M and #m. These states have
"Hj ' $#M " #m%=2, so that for any state we find "h '
)Pj"

2Hj*1=2 +
!!!!
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p
$#M " #m%=2. This, through Eq. (2),

gives an optimal CC and CQ error of
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This bound can be attained, for instance, by Ramsey inter-
ferometry, i.e., by preparing all the probes in the state
$j#Mi, j#mi%=

!!!
2

p
, and by measuring the probability that

each probe remains unchanged at the output. Even though
Ramsey interferometry does not employ entangled mea-
surements, these are accounted for in the derivation of
Eq. (2); see [11]. This proves that entangled measurements
are not necessary to achieve (3): The CC strategy is as
accurate as the CQ strategy [12].

On the other hand, if j!i can be entangled (QC and QQ
strategies), the maximum "h corresponds to a j!i, which
is an equally weighted superposition of the eigenvectors
relative to the maximum and minimum eigenvalues of the
global generator h, i.e., N#M and N#m. Since this state has
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FIG. 2 (color online). Sequential (or multiround) protocol with
a single probe. Thanks to the ancillary systems A, this scheme
encompasses also adaptive techniques where information on ’ is
extracted between successive applications of the unitary U’. As
in Fig. 1, the triangle represents the probe state preparation, the
black squares represent U’, the symbols on the right represent
detection, and the gray boxes represent unitary operations in-
volving both the probe and the ancillas.
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protocol exists that can achieve an error that scales better
than 1=N.

In the case of interferometry, it has long been claimed
that, when using N photons in the interferometer, the
Heisenberg limit 1=N is the ultimate bound to precision
in phase measurements (whereas classical strategies permit
one to reach only the shot noise limit of 1=

!!!!
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p
[5]).

However, the available proofs are based [6] on an incorrect
interpretation of the time-energy uncertainty relation [7],
or seem to lack the necessary generality as they refer [5,8]
to specific interferometric setups. Our analysis clarifies
that, indeed, the Heisenberg limit is the bound to interfero-
metric precision. Our bound also applies to quantum
phase-estimation strategies [9], which are customarily pre-
sented as examples of exponential-speedup algorithms. In
fact, even though a precision !2"K that scales exponen-
tially with the number K of employed qubits is achieved,
the algorithms require an exponential number of appli-
cations of the unitary U that generates the phase shift.
Thus, in terms of the number N ’ 2K of times that U needs
to be employed in the procedure, one finds the same 1=N
precision scaling of our optimality bound for sequential
strategies.

In the following, we first analyze the theoretical frame-
work that includes most known quantum metrology proto-
cols. We then derive the bounds to precision in the different
scenarios and show that they are achievable. Finally, we
show how this relates to the known protocols and how to
generate new protocols.

Theoretical framework.—Our goal is to find the most
efficient possible way of estimating a parameter ’, intro-
duced by the system onto the probe through a unitary
operator U’ # exp$"i’H%, where the generator H is a
known Hermitian operator. If we are allowed to sample the
system N times, we can either use the parallel configura-
tion of Fig. 1 where N probes are jointly employed or use
the sequential configuration of Fig. 2 where a single probe
is employed N times (or a combination of these two
strategies). Notice that the latter configuration is in princi-

ple more powerful than the former. In fact, a sequential
strategy can simulate any other configuration that employs
the same number of U’’s, if we add appropriate ancillas
and if we allow the total running time to increase.

We start by analyzing the parallel strategies. Taking j!i
as the state of the N probes, it will be transformed into
U&N

’ j!i, where U&N
’ is the unitary transformation gener-

ated by h ' PN
j'1 Hj (Hj acting on the jth probe). In order

to take into account the possibility that ’ can be estimated
through a general (biased or unbiased) estimator, it is
convenient to use the error estimate [10,11]
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where ’est is the estimator employed and where the brack-
ets h iav denote statistical averaging (the purpose of the
derivative @h’estiav=@’ is simply to express both ’est and
’ in the same ‘‘units’’). Whatever is the measurement
scheme employed, the error !’ is bounded by the gener-
alized uncertainty relation [11],
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where $"h%2 ' hh2i" hhi2 is the variance of h on the input
state j!i of the N probes, and " is the number of times the
estimation is repeated. Equation (2) derives from the
Cramer-Rao bound and is asymptotically achievable in
the limit of large ". It implies that the minimum error
!’ is obtained when "h is maximum. If j!i is separable
(CC and CQ strategies), "h ' )Pj"

2Hj*1=2 where "2Hj

is the variance of Hj on the state of the jth probe. Hence the
maximum "h is achieved by preparing each probe in a
state having maximum spread for Hj, i.e., the equally
weighted superpositions of the eigenvectors j#Mi and
j#mi of Hj corresponding, respectively, to the maximum
and minimum eigenvalues #M and #m. These states have
"Hj ' $#M " #m%=2, so that for any state we find "h '
)Pj"

2Hj*1=2 +
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p
$#M " #m%=2. This, through Eq. (2),

gives an optimal CC and CQ error of
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This bound can be attained, for instance, by Ramsey inter-
ferometry, i.e., by preparing all the probes in the state
$j#Mi, j#mi%=
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2

p
, and by measuring the probability that

each probe remains unchanged at the output. Even though
Ramsey interferometry does not employ entangled mea-
surements, these are accounted for in the derivation of
Eq. (2); see [11]. This proves that entangled measurements
are not necessary to achieve (3): The CC strategy is as
accurate as the CQ strategy [12].

On the other hand, if j!i can be entangled (QC and QQ
strategies), the maximum "h corresponds to a j!i, which
is an equally weighted superposition of the eigenvectors
relative to the maximum and minimum eigenvalues of the
global generator h, i.e., N#M and N#m. Since this state has
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FIG. 2 (color online). Sequential (or multiround) protocol with
a single probe. Thanks to the ancillary systems A, this scheme
encompasses also adaptive techniques where information on ’ is
extracted between successive applications of the unitary U’. As
in Fig. 1, the triangle represents the probe state preparation, the
black squares represent U’, the symbols on the right represent
detection, and the gray boxes represent unitary operations in-
volving both the probe and the ancillas.
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protocol exists that can achieve an error that scales better
than 1=N.

In the case of interferometry, it has long been claimed
that, when using N photons in the interferometer, the
Heisenberg limit 1=N is the ultimate bound to precision
in phase measurements (whereas classical strategies permit
one to reach only the shot noise limit of 1=

!!!!
N

p
[5]).

However, the available proofs are based [6] on an incorrect
interpretation of the time-energy uncertainty relation [7],
or seem to lack the necessary generality as they refer [5,8]
to specific interferometric setups. Our analysis clarifies
that, indeed, the Heisenberg limit is the bound to interfero-
metric precision. Our bound also applies to quantum
phase-estimation strategies [9], which are customarily pre-
sented as examples of exponential-speedup algorithms. In
fact, even though a precision !2"K that scales exponen-
tially with the number K of employed qubits is achieved,
the algorithms require an exponential number of appli-
cations of the unitary U that generates the phase shift.
Thus, in terms of the number N ’ 2K of times that U needs
to be employed in the procedure, one finds the same 1=N
precision scaling of our optimality bound for sequential
strategies.

In the following, we first analyze the theoretical frame-
work that includes most known quantum metrology proto-
cols. We then derive the bounds to precision in the different
scenarios and show that they are achievable. Finally, we
show how this relates to the known protocols and how to
generate new protocols.

Theoretical framework.—Our goal is to find the most
efficient possible way of estimating a parameter ’, intro-
duced by the system onto the probe through a unitary
operator U’ # exp$"i’H%, where the generator H is a
known Hermitian operator. If we are allowed to sample the
system N times, we can either use the parallel configura-
tion of Fig. 1 where N probes are jointly employed or use
the sequential configuration of Fig. 2 where a single probe
is employed N times (or a combination of these two
strategies). Notice that the latter configuration is in princi-

ple more powerful than the former. In fact, a sequential
strategy can simulate any other configuration that employs
the same number of U’’s, if we add appropriate ancillas
and if we allow the total running time to increase.

We start by analyzing the parallel strategies. Taking j!i
as the state of the N probes, it will be transformed into
U&N

’ j!i, where U&N
’ is the unitary transformation gener-

ated by h ' PN
j'1 Hj (Hj acting on the jth probe). In order

to take into account the possibility that ’ can be estimated
through a general (biased or unbiased) estimator, it is
convenient to use the error estimate [10,11]
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where ’est is the estimator employed and where the brack-
ets h iav denote statistical averaging (the purpose of the
derivative @h’estiav=@’ is simply to express both ’est and
’ in the same ‘‘units’’). Whatever is the measurement
scheme employed, the error !’ is bounded by the gener-
alized uncertainty relation [11],
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where $"h%2 ' hh2i" hhi2 is the variance of h on the input
state j!i of the N probes, and " is the number of times the
estimation is repeated. Equation (2) derives from the
Cramer-Rao bound and is asymptotically achievable in
the limit of large ". It implies that the minimum error
!’ is obtained when "h is maximum. If j!i is separable
(CC and CQ strategies), "h ' )Pj"

2Hj*1=2 where "2Hj

is the variance of Hj on the state of the jth probe. Hence the
maximum "h is achieved by preparing each probe in a
state having maximum spread for Hj, i.e., the equally
weighted superpositions of the eigenvectors j#Mi and
j#mi of Hj corresponding, respectively, to the maximum
and minimum eigenvalues #M and #m. These states have
"Hj ' $#M " #m%=2, so that for any state we find "h '
)Pj"

2Hj*1=2 +
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p
$#M " #m%=2. This, through Eq. (2),

gives an optimal CC and CQ error of
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This bound can be attained, for instance, by Ramsey inter-
ferometry, i.e., by preparing all the probes in the state
$j#Mi, j#mi%=

!!!
2

p
, and by measuring the probability that

each probe remains unchanged at the output. Even though
Ramsey interferometry does not employ entangled mea-
surements, these are accounted for in the derivation of
Eq. (2); see [11]. This proves that entangled measurements
are not necessary to achieve (3): The CC strategy is as
accurate as the CQ strategy [12].

On the other hand, if j!i can be entangled (QC and QQ
strategies), the maximum "h corresponds to a j!i, which
is an equally weighted superposition of the eigenvectors
relative to the maximum and minimum eigenvalues of the
global generator h, i.e., N#M and N#m. Since this state has
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FIG. 2 (color online). Sequential (or multiround) protocol with
a single probe. Thanks to the ancillary systems A, this scheme
encompasses also adaptive techniques where information on ’ is
extracted between successive applications of the unitary U’. As
in Fig. 1, the triangle represents the probe state preparation, the
black squares represent U’, the symbols on the right represent
detection, and the gray boxes represent unitary operations in-
volving both the probe and the ancillas.
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protocol exists that can achieve an error that scales better
than 1=N.

In the case of interferometry, it has long been claimed
that, when using N photons in the interferometer, the
Heisenberg limit 1=N is the ultimate bound to precision
in phase measurements (whereas classical strategies permit
one to reach only the shot noise limit of 1=

!!!!
N

p
[5]).

However, the available proofs are based [6] on an incorrect
interpretation of the time-energy uncertainty relation [7],
or seem to lack the necessary generality as they refer [5,8]
to specific interferometric setups. Our analysis clarifies
that, indeed, the Heisenberg limit is the bound to interfero-
metric precision. Our bound also applies to quantum
phase-estimation strategies [9], which are customarily pre-
sented as examples of exponential-speedup algorithms. In
fact, even though a precision !2"K that scales exponen-
tially with the number K of employed qubits is achieved,
the algorithms require an exponential number of appli-
cations of the unitary U that generates the phase shift.
Thus, in terms of the number N ’ 2K of times that U needs
to be employed in the procedure, one finds the same 1=N
precision scaling of our optimality bound for sequential
strategies.

In the following, we first analyze the theoretical frame-
work that includes most known quantum metrology proto-
cols. We then derive the bounds to precision in the different
scenarios and show that they are achievable. Finally, we
show how this relates to the known protocols and how to
generate new protocols.

Theoretical framework.—Our goal is to find the most
efficient possible way of estimating a parameter ’, intro-
duced by the system onto the probe through a unitary
operator U’ # exp$"i’H%, where the generator H is a
known Hermitian operator. If we are allowed to sample the
system N times, we can either use the parallel configura-
tion of Fig. 1 where N probes are jointly employed or use
the sequential configuration of Fig. 2 where a single probe
is employed N times (or a combination of these two
strategies). Notice that the latter configuration is in princi-

ple more powerful than the former. In fact, a sequential
strategy can simulate any other configuration that employs
the same number of U’’s, if we add appropriate ancillas
and if we allow the total running time to increase.

We start by analyzing the parallel strategies. Taking j!i
as the state of the N probes, it will be transformed into
U&N

’ j!i, where U&N
’ is the unitary transformation gener-

ated by h ' PN
j'1 Hj (Hj acting on the jth probe). In order

to take into account the possibility that ’ can be estimated
through a general (biased or unbiased) estimator, it is
convenient to use the error estimate [10,11]
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where ’est is the estimator employed and where the brack-
ets h iav denote statistical averaging (the purpose of the
derivative @h’estiav=@’ is simply to express both ’est and
’ in the same ‘‘units’’). Whatever is the measurement
scheme employed, the error !’ is bounded by the gener-
alized uncertainty relation [11],
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where $"h%2 ' hh2i" hhi2 is the variance of h on the input
state j!i of the N probes, and " is the number of times the
estimation is repeated. Equation (2) derives from the
Cramer-Rao bound and is asymptotically achievable in
the limit of large ". It implies that the minimum error
!’ is obtained when "h is maximum. If j!i is separable
(CC and CQ strategies), "h ' )Pj"

2Hj*1=2 where "2Hj

is the variance of Hj on the state of the jth probe. Hence the
maximum "h is achieved by preparing each probe in a
state having maximum spread for Hj, i.e., the equally
weighted superpositions of the eigenvectors j#Mi and
j#mi of Hj corresponding, respectively, to the maximum
and minimum eigenvalues #M and #m. These states have
"Hj ' $#M " #m%=2, so that for any state we find "h '
)Pj"

2Hj*1=2 +
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p
$#M " #m%=2. This, through Eq. (2),

gives an optimal CC and CQ error of
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This bound can be attained, for instance, by Ramsey inter-
ferometry, i.e., by preparing all the probes in the state
$j#Mi, j#mi%=
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2

p
, and by measuring the probability that

each probe remains unchanged at the output. Even though
Ramsey interferometry does not employ entangled mea-
surements, these are accounted for in the derivation of
Eq. (2); see [11]. This proves that entangled measurements
are not necessary to achieve (3): The CC strategy is as
accurate as the CQ strategy [12].

On the other hand, if j!i can be entangled (QC and QQ
strategies), the maximum "h corresponds to a j!i, which
is an equally weighted superposition of the eigenvectors
relative to the maximum and minimum eigenvalues of the
global generator h, i.e., N#M and N#m. Since this state has
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FIG. 2 (color online). Sequential (or multiround) protocol with
a single probe. Thanks to the ancillary systems A, this scheme
encompasses also adaptive techniques where information on ’ is
extracted between successive applications of the unitary U’. As
in Fig. 1, the triangle represents the probe state preparation, the
black squares represent U’, the symbols on the right represent
detection, and the gray boxes represent unitary operations in-
volving both the probe and the ancillas.
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protocol exists that can achieve an error that scales better
than 1=N.

In the case of interferometry, it has long been claimed
that, when using N photons in the interferometer, the
Heisenberg limit 1=N is the ultimate bound to precision
in phase measurements (whereas classical strategies permit
one to reach only the shot noise limit of 1=

!!!!
N

p
[5]).

However, the available proofs are based [6] on an incorrect
interpretation of the time-energy uncertainty relation [7],
or seem to lack the necessary generality as they refer [5,8]
to specific interferometric setups. Our analysis clarifies
that, indeed, the Heisenberg limit is the bound to interfero-
metric precision. Our bound also applies to quantum
phase-estimation strategies [9], which are customarily pre-
sented as examples of exponential-speedup algorithms. In
fact, even though a precision !2"K that scales exponen-
tially with the number K of employed qubits is achieved,
the algorithms require an exponential number of appli-
cations of the unitary U that generates the phase shift.
Thus, in terms of the number N ’ 2K of times that U needs
to be employed in the procedure, one finds the same 1=N
precision scaling of our optimality bound for sequential
strategies.

In the following, we first analyze the theoretical frame-
work that includes most known quantum metrology proto-
cols. We then derive the bounds to precision in the different
scenarios and show that they are achievable. Finally, we
show how this relates to the known protocols and how to
generate new protocols.

Theoretical framework.—Our goal is to find the most
efficient possible way of estimating a parameter ’, intro-
duced by the system onto the probe through a unitary
operator U’ # exp$"i’H%, where the generator H is a
known Hermitian operator. If we are allowed to sample the
system N times, we can either use the parallel configura-
tion of Fig. 1 where N probes are jointly employed or use
the sequential configuration of Fig. 2 where a single probe
is employed N times (or a combination of these two
strategies). Notice that the latter configuration is in princi-

ple more powerful than the former. In fact, a sequential
strategy can simulate any other configuration that employs
the same number of U’’s, if we add appropriate ancillas
and if we allow the total running time to increase.

We start by analyzing the parallel strategies. Taking j!i
as the state of the N probes, it will be transformed into
U&N

’ j!i, where U&N
’ is the unitary transformation gener-

ated by h ' PN
j'1 Hj (Hj acting on the jth probe). In order

to take into account the possibility that ’ can be estimated
through a general (biased or unbiased) estimator, it is
convenient to use the error estimate [10,11]
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where ’est is the estimator employed and where the brack-
ets h iav denote statistical averaging (the purpose of the
derivative @h’estiav=@’ is simply to express both ’est and
’ in the same ‘‘units’’). Whatever is the measurement
scheme employed, the error !’ is bounded by the gener-
alized uncertainty relation [11],
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where $"h%2 ' hh2i" hhi2 is the variance of h on the input
state j!i of the N probes, and " is the number of times the
estimation is repeated. Equation (2) derives from the
Cramer-Rao bound and is asymptotically achievable in
the limit of large ". It implies that the minimum error
!’ is obtained when "h is maximum. If j!i is separable
(CC and CQ strategies), "h ' )Pj"

2Hj*1=2 where "2Hj

is the variance of Hj on the state of the jth probe. Hence the
maximum "h is achieved by preparing each probe in a
state having maximum spread for Hj, i.e., the equally
weighted superpositions of the eigenvectors j#Mi and
j#mi of Hj corresponding, respectively, to the maximum
and minimum eigenvalues #M and #m. These states have
"Hj ' $#M " #m%=2, so that for any state we find "h '
)Pj"

2Hj*1=2 +
!!!!
N

p
$#M " #m%=2. This, through Eq. (2),

gives an optimal CC and CQ error of
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$#M " #m%*: (3)

This bound can be attained, for instance, by Ramsey inter-
ferometry, i.e., by preparing all the probes in the state
$j#Mi, j#mi%=

!!!
2

p
, and by measuring the probability that

each probe remains unchanged at the output. Even though
Ramsey interferometry does not employ entangled mea-
surements, these are accounted for in the derivation of
Eq. (2); see [11]. This proves that entangled measurements
are not necessary to achieve (3): The CC strategy is as
accurate as the CQ strategy [12].

On the other hand, if j!i can be entangled (QC and QQ
strategies), the maximum "h corresponds to a j!i, which
is an equally weighted superposition of the eigenvectors
relative to the maximum and minimum eigenvalues of the
global generator h, i.e., N#M and N#m. Since this state has
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FIG. 2 (color online). Sequential (or multiround) protocol with
a single probe. Thanks to the ancillary systems A, this scheme
encompasses also adaptive techniques where information on ’ is
extracted between successive applications of the unitary U’. As
in Fig. 1, the triangle represents the probe state preparation, the
black squares represent U’, the symbols on the right represent
detection, and the gray boxes represent unitary operations in-
volving both the probe and the ancillas.
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protocol exists that can achieve an error that scales better
than 1=N.

In the case of interferometry, it has long been claimed
that, when using N photons in the interferometer, the
Heisenberg limit 1=N is the ultimate bound to precision
in phase measurements (whereas classical strategies permit
one to reach only the shot noise limit of 1=

!!!!
N

p
[5]).

However, the available proofs are based [6] on an incorrect
interpretation of the time-energy uncertainty relation [7],
or seem to lack the necessary generality as they refer [5,8]
to specific interferometric setups. Our analysis clarifies
that, indeed, the Heisenberg limit is the bound to interfero-
metric precision. Our bound also applies to quantum
phase-estimation strategies [9], which are customarily pre-
sented as examples of exponential-speedup algorithms. In
fact, even though a precision !2"K that scales exponen-
tially with the number K of employed qubits is achieved,
the algorithms require an exponential number of appli-
cations of the unitary U that generates the phase shift.
Thus, in terms of the number N ’ 2K of times that U needs
to be employed in the procedure, one finds the same 1=N
precision scaling of our optimality bound for sequential
strategies.

In the following, we first analyze the theoretical frame-
work that includes most known quantum metrology proto-
cols. We then derive the bounds to precision in the different
scenarios and show that they are achievable. Finally, we
show how this relates to the known protocols and how to
generate new protocols.

Theoretical framework.—Our goal is to find the most
efficient possible way of estimating a parameter ’, intro-
duced by the system onto the probe through a unitary
operator U’ # exp$"i’H%, where the generator H is a
known Hermitian operator. If we are allowed to sample the
system N times, we can either use the parallel configura-
tion of Fig. 1 where N probes are jointly employed or use
the sequential configuration of Fig. 2 where a single probe
is employed N times (or a combination of these two
strategies). Notice that the latter configuration is in princi-

ple more powerful than the former. In fact, a sequential
strategy can simulate any other configuration that employs
the same number of U’’s, if we add appropriate ancillas
and if we allow the total running time to increase.

We start by analyzing the parallel strategies. Taking j!i
as the state of the N probes, it will be transformed into
U&N

’ j!i, where U&N
’ is the unitary transformation gener-

ated by h ' PN
j'1 Hj (Hj acting on the jth probe). In order

to take into account the possibility that ’ can be estimated
through a general (biased or unbiased) estimator, it is
convenient to use the error estimate [10,11]
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where ’est is the estimator employed and where the brack-
ets h iav denote statistical averaging (the purpose of the
derivative @h’estiav=@’ is simply to express both ’est and
’ in the same ‘‘units’’). Whatever is the measurement
scheme employed, the error !’ is bounded by the gener-
alized uncertainty relation [11],
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where $"h%2 ' hh2i" hhi2 is the variance of h on the input
state j!i of the N probes, and " is the number of times the
estimation is repeated. Equation (2) derives from the
Cramer-Rao bound and is asymptotically achievable in
the limit of large ". It implies that the minimum error
!’ is obtained when "h is maximum. If j!i is separable
(CC and CQ strategies), "h ' )Pj"

2Hj*1=2 where "2Hj

is the variance of Hj on the state of the jth probe. Hence the
maximum "h is achieved by preparing each probe in a
state having maximum spread for Hj, i.e., the equally
weighted superpositions of the eigenvectors j#Mi and
j#mi of Hj corresponding, respectively, to the maximum
and minimum eigenvalues #M and #m. These states have
"Hj ' $#M " #m%=2, so that for any state we find "h '
)Pj"

2Hj*1=2 +
!!!!
N

p
$#M " #m%=2. This, through Eq. (2),

gives an optimal CC and CQ error of
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This bound can be attained, for instance, by Ramsey inter-
ferometry, i.e., by preparing all the probes in the state
$j#Mi, j#mi%=

!!!
2

p
, and by measuring the probability that

each probe remains unchanged at the output. Even though
Ramsey interferometry does not employ entangled mea-
surements, these are accounted for in the derivation of
Eq. (2); see [11]. This proves that entangled measurements
are not necessary to achieve (3): The CC strategy is as
accurate as the CQ strategy [12].

On the other hand, if j!i can be entangled (QC and QQ
strategies), the maximum "h corresponds to a j!i, which
is an equally weighted superposition of the eigenvectors
relative to the maximum and minimum eigenvalues of the
global generator h, i.e., N#M and N#m. Since this state has
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FIG. 2 (color online). Sequential (or multiround) protocol with
a single probe. Thanks to the ancillary systems A, this scheme
encompasses also adaptive techniques where information on ’ is
extracted between successive applications of the unitary U’. As
in Fig. 1, the triangle represents the probe state preparation, the
black squares represent U’, the symbols on the right represent
detection, and the gray boxes represent unitary operations in-
volving both the probe and the ancillas.
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protocol exists that can achieve an error that scales better
than 1=N.

In the case of interferometry, it has long been claimed
that, when using N photons in the interferometer, the
Heisenberg limit 1=N is the ultimate bound to precision
in phase measurements (whereas classical strategies permit
one to reach only the shot noise limit of 1=

!!!!
N

p
[5]).

However, the available proofs are based [6] on an incorrect
interpretation of the time-energy uncertainty relation [7],
or seem to lack the necessary generality as they refer [5,8]
to specific interferometric setups. Our analysis clarifies
that, indeed, the Heisenberg limit is the bound to interfero-
metric precision. Our bound also applies to quantum
phase-estimation strategies [9], which are customarily pre-
sented as examples of exponential-speedup algorithms. In
fact, even though a precision !2"K that scales exponen-
tially with the number K of employed qubits is achieved,
the algorithms require an exponential number of appli-
cations of the unitary U that generates the phase shift.
Thus, in terms of the number N ’ 2K of times that U needs
to be employed in the procedure, one finds the same 1=N
precision scaling of our optimality bound for sequential
strategies.

In the following, we first analyze the theoretical frame-
work that includes most known quantum metrology proto-
cols. We then derive the bounds to precision in the different
scenarios and show that they are achievable. Finally, we
show how this relates to the known protocols and how to
generate new protocols.

Theoretical framework.—Our goal is to find the most
efficient possible way of estimating a parameter ’, intro-
duced by the system onto the probe through a unitary
operator U’ # exp$"i’H%, where the generator H is a
known Hermitian operator. If we are allowed to sample the
system N times, we can either use the parallel configura-
tion of Fig. 1 where N probes are jointly employed or use
the sequential configuration of Fig. 2 where a single probe
is employed N times (or a combination of these two
strategies). Notice that the latter configuration is in princi-

ple more powerful than the former. In fact, a sequential
strategy can simulate any other configuration that employs
the same number of U’’s, if we add appropriate ancillas
and if we allow the total running time to increase.

We start by analyzing the parallel strategies. Taking j!i
as the state of the N probes, it will be transformed into
U&N

’ j!i, where U&N
’ is the unitary transformation gener-

ated by h ' PN
j'1 Hj (Hj acting on the jth probe). In order

to take into account the possibility that ’ can be estimated
through a general (biased or unbiased) estimator, it is
convenient to use the error estimate [10,11]
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where ’est is the estimator employed and where the brack-
ets h iav denote statistical averaging (the purpose of the
derivative @h’estiav=@’ is simply to express both ’est and
’ in the same ‘‘units’’). Whatever is the measurement
scheme employed, the error !’ is bounded by the gener-
alized uncertainty relation [11],
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where $"h%2 ' hh2i" hhi2 is the variance of h on the input
state j!i of the N probes, and " is the number of times the
estimation is repeated. Equation (2) derives from the
Cramer-Rao bound and is asymptotically achievable in
the limit of large ". It implies that the minimum error
!’ is obtained when "h is maximum. If j!i is separable
(CC and CQ strategies), "h ' )Pj"

2Hj*1=2 where "2Hj

is the variance of Hj on the state of the jth probe. Hence the
maximum "h is achieved by preparing each probe in a
state having maximum spread for Hj, i.e., the equally
weighted superpositions of the eigenvectors j#Mi and
j#mi of Hj corresponding, respectively, to the maximum
and minimum eigenvalues #M and #m. These states have
"Hj ' $#M " #m%=2, so that for any state we find "h '
)Pj"

2Hj*1=2 +
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$#M " #m%=2. This, through Eq. (2),

gives an optimal CC and CQ error of
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This bound can be attained, for instance, by Ramsey inter-
ferometry, i.e., by preparing all the probes in the state
$j#Mi, j#mi%=
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2

p
, and by measuring the probability that

each probe remains unchanged at the output. Even though
Ramsey interferometry does not employ entangled mea-
surements, these are accounted for in the derivation of
Eq. (2); see [11]. This proves that entangled measurements
are not necessary to achieve (3): The CC strategy is as
accurate as the CQ strategy [12].

On the other hand, if j!i can be entangled (QC and QQ
strategies), the maximum "h corresponds to a j!i, which
is an equally weighted superposition of the eigenvectors
relative to the maximum and minimum eigenvalues of the
global generator h, i.e., N#M and N#m. Since this state has
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FIG. 2 (color online). Sequential (or multiround) protocol with
a single probe. Thanks to the ancillary systems A, this scheme
encompasses also adaptive techniques where information on ’ is
extracted between successive applications of the unitary U’. As
in Fig. 1, the triangle represents the probe state preparation, the
black squares represent U’, the symbols on the right represent
detection, and the gray boxes represent unitary operations in-
volving both the probe and the ancillas.
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protocol exists that can achieve an error that scales better
than 1=N.

In the case of interferometry, it has long been claimed
that, when using N photons in the interferometer, the
Heisenberg limit 1=N is the ultimate bound to precision
in phase measurements (whereas classical strategies permit
one to reach only the shot noise limit of 1=
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p
[5]).

However, the available proofs are based [6] on an incorrect
interpretation of the time-energy uncertainty relation [7],
or seem to lack the necessary generality as they refer [5,8]
to specific interferometric setups. Our analysis clarifies
that, indeed, the Heisenberg limit is the bound to interfero-
metric precision. Our bound also applies to quantum
phase-estimation strategies [9], which are customarily pre-
sented as examples of exponential-speedup algorithms. In
fact, even though a precision !2"K that scales exponen-
tially with the number K of employed qubits is achieved,
the algorithms require an exponential number of appli-
cations of the unitary U that generates the phase shift.
Thus, in terms of the number N ’ 2K of times that U needs
to be employed in the procedure, one finds the same 1=N
precision scaling of our optimality bound for sequential
strategies.

In the following, we first analyze the theoretical frame-
work that includes most known quantum metrology proto-
cols. We then derive the bounds to precision in the different
scenarios and show that they are achievable. Finally, we
show how this relates to the known protocols and how to
generate new protocols.

Theoretical framework.—Our goal is to find the most
efficient possible way of estimating a parameter ’, intro-
duced by the system onto the probe through a unitary
operator U’ # exp$"i’H%, where the generator H is a
known Hermitian operator. If we are allowed to sample the
system N times, we can either use the parallel configura-
tion of Fig. 1 where N probes are jointly employed or use
the sequential configuration of Fig. 2 where a single probe
is employed N times (or a combination of these two
strategies). Notice that the latter configuration is in princi-

ple more powerful than the former. In fact, a sequential
strategy can simulate any other configuration that employs
the same number of U’’s, if we add appropriate ancillas
and if we allow the total running time to increase.

We start by analyzing the parallel strategies. Taking j!i
as the state of the N probes, it will be transformed into
U&N

’ j!i, where U&N
’ is the unitary transformation gener-

ated by h ' PN
j'1 Hj (Hj acting on the jth probe). In order

to take into account the possibility that ’ can be estimated
through a general (biased or unbiased) estimator, it is
convenient to use the error estimate [10,11]
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where ’est is the estimator employed and where the brack-
ets h iav denote statistical averaging (the purpose of the
derivative @h’estiav=@’ is simply to express both ’est and
’ in the same ‘‘units’’). Whatever is the measurement
scheme employed, the error !’ is bounded by the gener-
alized uncertainty relation [11],

!’"h ( 1=$2 !!!
"

p %; (2)

where $"h%2 ' hh2i" hhi2 is the variance of h on the input
state j!i of the N probes, and " is the number of times the
estimation is repeated. Equation (2) derives from the
Cramer-Rao bound and is asymptotically achievable in
the limit of large ". It implies that the minimum error
!’ is obtained when "h is maximum. If j!i is separable
(CC and CQ strategies), "h ' )Pj"

2Hj*1=2 where "2Hj

is the variance of Hj on the state of the jth probe. Hence the
maximum "h is achieved by preparing each probe in a
state having maximum spread for Hj, i.e., the equally
weighted superpositions of the eigenvectors j#Mi and
j#mi of Hj corresponding, respectively, to the maximum
and minimum eigenvalues #M and #m. These states have
"Hj ' $#M " #m%=2, so that for any state we find "h '
)Pj"

2Hj*1=2 +
!!!!
N

p
$#M " #m%=2. This, through Eq. (2),

gives an optimal CC and CQ error of

!’ ( 1=)
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p
$#M " #m%*: (3)

This bound can be attained, for instance, by Ramsey inter-
ferometry, i.e., by preparing all the probes in the state
$j#Mi, j#mi%=

!!!
2

p
, and by measuring the probability that

each probe remains unchanged at the output. Even though
Ramsey interferometry does not employ entangled mea-
surements, these are accounted for in the derivation of
Eq. (2); see [11]. This proves that entangled measurements
are not necessary to achieve (3): The CC strategy is as
accurate as the CQ strategy [12].

On the other hand, if j!i can be entangled (QC and QQ
strategies), the maximum "h corresponds to a j!i, which
is an equally weighted superposition of the eigenvectors
relative to the maximum and minimum eigenvalues of the
global generator h, i.e., N#M and N#m. Since this state has
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FIG. 2 (color online). Sequential (or multiround) protocol with
a single probe. Thanks to the ancillary systems A, this scheme
encompasses also adaptive techniques where information on ’ is
extracted between successive applications of the unitary U’. As
in Fig. 1, the triangle represents the probe state preparation, the
black squares represent U’, the symbols on the right represent
detection, and the gray boxes represent unitary operations in-
volving both the probe and the ancillas.
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protocol exists that can achieve an error that scales better
than 1=N.

In the case of interferometry, it has long been claimed
that, when using N photons in the interferometer, the
Heisenberg limit 1=N is the ultimate bound to precision
in phase measurements (whereas classical strategies permit
one to reach only the shot noise limit of 1=

!!!!
N

p
[5]).

However, the available proofs are based [6] on an incorrect
interpretation of the time-energy uncertainty relation [7],
or seem to lack the necessary generality as they refer [5,8]
to specific interferometric setups. Our analysis clarifies
that, indeed, the Heisenberg limit is the bound to interfero-
metric precision. Our bound also applies to quantum
phase-estimation strategies [9], which are customarily pre-
sented as examples of exponential-speedup algorithms. In
fact, even though a precision !2"K that scales exponen-
tially with the number K of employed qubits is achieved,
the algorithms require an exponential number of appli-
cations of the unitary U that generates the phase shift.
Thus, in terms of the number N ’ 2K of times that U needs
to be employed in the procedure, one finds the same 1=N
precision scaling of our optimality bound for sequential
strategies.

In the following, we first analyze the theoretical frame-
work that includes most known quantum metrology proto-
cols. We then derive the bounds to precision in the different
scenarios and show that they are achievable. Finally, we
show how this relates to the known protocols and how to
generate new protocols.

Theoretical framework.—Our goal is to find the most
efficient possible way of estimating a parameter ’, intro-
duced by the system onto the probe through a unitary
operator U’ # exp$"i’H%, where the generator H is a
known Hermitian operator. If we are allowed to sample the
system N times, we can either use the parallel configura-
tion of Fig. 1 where N probes are jointly employed or use
the sequential configuration of Fig. 2 where a single probe
is employed N times (or a combination of these two
strategies). Notice that the latter configuration is in princi-

ple more powerful than the former. In fact, a sequential
strategy can simulate any other configuration that employs
the same number of U’’s, if we add appropriate ancillas
and if we allow the total running time to increase.

We start by analyzing the parallel strategies. Taking j!i
as the state of the N probes, it will be transformed into
U&N

’ j!i, where U&N
’ is the unitary transformation gener-

ated by h ' PN
j'1 Hj (Hj acting on the jth probe). In order

to take into account the possibility that ’ can be estimated
through a general (biased or unbiased) estimator, it is
convenient to use the error estimate [10,11]
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where ’est is the estimator employed and where the brack-
ets h iav denote statistical averaging (the purpose of the
derivative @h’estiav=@’ is simply to express both ’est and
’ in the same ‘‘units’’). Whatever is the measurement
scheme employed, the error !’ is bounded by the gener-
alized uncertainty relation [11],
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where $"h%2 ' hh2i" hhi2 is the variance of h on the input
state j!i of the N probes, and " is the number of times the
estimation is repeated. Equation (2) derives from the
Cramer-Rao bound and is asymptotically achievable in
the limit of large ". It implies that the minimum error
!’ is obtained when "h is maximum. If j!i is separable
(CC and CQ strategies), "h ' )Pj"

2Hj*1=2 where "2Hj

is the variance of Hj on the state of the jth probe. Hence the
maximum "h is achieved by preparing each probe in a
state having maximum spread for Hj, i.e., the equally
weighted superpositions of the eigenvectors j#Mi and
j#mi of Hj corresponding, respectively, to the maximum
and minimum eigenvalues #M and #m. These states have
"Hj ' $#M " #m%=2, so that for any state we find "h '
)Pj"

2Hj*1=2 +
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p
$#M " #m%=2. This, through Eq. (2),

gives an optimal CC and CQ error of
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This bound can be attained, for instance, by Ramsey inter-
ferometry, i.e., by preparing all the probes in the state
$j#Mi, j#mi%=

!!!
2

p
, and by measuring the probability that

each probe remains unchanged at the output. Even though
Ramsey interferometry does not employ entangled mea-
surements, these are accounted for in the derivation of
Eq. (2); see [11]. This proves that entangled measurements
are not necessary to achieve (3): The CC strategy is as
accurate as the CQ strategy [12].

On the other hand, if j!i can be entangled (QC and QQ
strategies), the maximum "h corresponds to a j!i, which
is an equally weighted superposition of the eigenvectors
relative to the maximum and minimum eigenvalues of the
global generator h, i.e., N#M and N#m. Since this state has
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FIG. 2 (color online). Sequential (or multiround) protocol with
a single probe. Thanks to the ancillary systems A, this scheme
encompasses also adaptive techniques where information on ’ is
extracted between successive applications of the unitary U’. As
in Fig. 1, the triangle represents the probe state preparation, the
black squares represent U’, the symbols on the right represent
detection, and the gray boxes represent unitary operations in-
volving both the probe and the ancillas.
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protocol exists that can achieve an error that scales better
than 1=N.

In the case of interferometry, it has long been claimed
that, when using N photons in the interferometer, the
Heisenberg limit 1=N is the ultimate bound to precision
in phase measurements (whereas classical strategies permit
one to reach only the shot noise limit of 1=
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p
[5]).

However, the available proofs are based [6] on an incorrect
interpretation of the time-energy uncertainty relation [7],
or seem to lack the necessary generality as they refer [5,8]
to specific interferometric setups. Our analysis clarifies
that, indeed, the Heisenberg limit is the bound to interfero-
metric precision. Our bound also applies to quantum
phase-estimation strategies [9], which are customarily pre-
sented as examples of exponential-speedup algorithms. In
fact, even though a precision !2"K that scales exponen-
tially with the number K of employed qubits is achieved,
the algorithms require an exponential number of appli-
cations of the unitary U that generates the phase shift.
Thus, in terms of the number N ’ 2K of times that U needs
to be employed in the procedure, one finds the same 1=N
precision scaling of our optimality bound for sequential
strategies.

In the following, we first analyze the theoretical frame-
work that includes most known quantum metrology proto-
cols. We then derive the bounds to precision in the different
scenarios and show that they are achievable. Finally, we
show how this relates to the known protocols and how to
generate new protocols.

Theoretical framework.—Our goal is to find the most
efficient possible way of estimating a parameter ’, intro-
duced by the system onto the probe through a unitary
operator U’ # exp$"i’H%, where the generator H is a
known Hermitian operator. If we are allowed to sample the
system N times, we can either use the parallel configura-
tion of Fig. 1 where N probes are jointly employed or use
the sequential configuration of Fig. 2 where a single probe
is employed N times (or a combination of these two
strategies). Notice that the latter configuration is in princi-

ple more powerful than the former. In fact, a sequential
strategy can simulate any other configuration that employs
the same number of U’’s, if we add appropriate ancillas
and if we allow the total running time to increase.

We start by analyzing the parallel strategies. Taking j!i
as the state of the N probes, it will be transformed into
U&N

’ j!i, where U&N
’ is the unitary transformation gener-

ated by h ' PN
j'1 Hj (Hj acting on the jth probe). In order

to take into account the possibility that ’ can be estimated
through a general (biased or unbiased) estimator, it is
convenient to use the error estimate [10,11]
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where ’est is the estimator employed and where the brack-
ets h iav denote statistical averaging (the purpose of the
derivative @h’estiav=@’ is simply to express both ’est and
’ in the same ‘‘units’’). Whatever is the measurement
scheme employed, the error !’ is bounded by the gener-
alized uncertainty relation [11],

!’"h ( 1=$2 !!!
"

p %; (2)

where $"h%2 ' hh2i" hhi2 is the variance of h on the input
state j!i of the N probes, and " is the number of times the
estimation is repeated. Equation (2) derives from the
Cramer-Rao bound and is asymptotically achievable in
the limit of large ". It implies that the minimum error
!’ is obtained when "h is maximum. If j!i is separable
(CC and CQ strategies), "h ' )Pj"

2Hj*1=2 where "2Hj

is the variance of Hj on the state of the jth probe. Hence the
maximum "h is achieved by preparing each probe in a
state having maximum spread for Hj, i.e., the equally
weighted superpositions of the eigenvectors j#Mi and
j#mi of Hj corresponding, respectively, to the maximum
and minimum eigenvalues #M and #m. These states have
"Hj ' $#M " #m%=2, so that for any state we find "h '
)Pj"

2Hj*1=2 +
!!!!
N

p
$#M " #m%=2. This, through Eq. (2),

gives an optimal CC and CQ error of
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$#M " #m%*: (3)

This bound can be attained, for instance, by Ramsey inter-
ferometry, i.e., by preparing all the probes in the state
$j#Mi, j#mi%=

!!!
2

p
, and by measuring the probability that

each probe remains unchanged at the output. Even though
Ramsey interferometry does not employ entangled mea-
surements, these are accounted for in the derivation of
Eq. (2); see [11]. This proves that entangled measurements
are not necessary to achieve (3): The CC strategy is as
accurate as the CQ strategy [12].

On the other hand, if j!i can be entangled (QC and QQ
strategies), the maximum "h corresponds to a j!i, which
is an equally weighted superposition of the eigenvectors
relative to the maximum and minimum eigenvalues of the
global generator h, i.e., N#M and N#m. Since this state has
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FIG. 2 (color online). Sequential (or multiround) protocol with
a single probe. Thanks to the ancillary systems A, this scheme
encompasses also adaptive techniques where information on ’ is
extracted between successive applications of the unitary U’. As
in Fig. 1, the triangle represents the probe state preparation, the
black squares represent U’, the symbols on the right represent
detection, and the gray boxes represent unitary operations in-
volving both the probe and the ancillas.
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protocol exists that can achieve an error that scales better
than 1=N.

In the case of interferometry, it has long been claimed
that, when using N photons in the interferometer, the
Heisenberg limit 1=N is the ultimate bound to precision
in phase measurements (whereas classical strategies permit
one to reach only the shot noise limit of 1=
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p
[5]).

However, the available proofs are based [6] on an incorrect
interpretation of the time-energy uncertainty relation [7],
or seem to lack the necessary generality as they refer [5,8]
to specific interferometric setups. Our analysis clarifies
that, indeed, the Heisenberg limit is the bound to interfero-
metric precision. Our bound also applies to quantum
phase-estimation strategies [9], which are customarily pre-
sented as examples of exponential-speedup algorithms. In
fact, even though a precision !2"K that scales exponen-
tially with the number K of employed qubits is achieved,
the algorithms require an exponential number of appli-
cations of the unitary U that generates the phase shift.
Thus, in terms of the number N ’ 2K of times that U needs
to be employed in the procedure, one finds the same 1=N
precision scaling of our optimality bound for sequential
strategies.

In the following, we first analyze the theoretical frame-
work that includes most known quantum metrology proto-
cols. We then derive the bounds to precision in the different
scenarios and show that they are achievable. Finally, we
show how this relates to the known protocols and how to
generate new protocols.

Theoretical framework.—Our goal is to find the most
efficient possible way of estimating a parameter ’, intro-
duced by the system onto the probe through a unitary
operator U’ # exp$"i’H%, where the generator H is a
known Hermitian operator. If we are allowed to sample the
system N times, we can either use the parallel configura-
tion of Fig. 1 where N probes are jointly employed or use
the sequential configuration of Fig. 2 where a single probe
is employed N times (or a combination of these two
strategies). Notice that the latter configuration is in princi-

ple more powerful than the former. In fact, a sequential
strategy can simulate any other configuration that employs
the same number of U’’s, if we add appropriate ancillas
and if we allow the total running time to increase.

We start by analyzing the parallel strategies. Taking j!i
as the state of the N probes, it will be transformed into
U&N

’ j!i, where U&N
’ is the unitary transformation gener-

ated by h ' PN
j'1 Hj (Hj acting on the jth probe). In order

to take into account the possibility that ’ can be estimated
through a general (biased or unbiased) estimator, it is
convenient to use the error estimate [10,11]
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where ’est is the estimator employed and where the brack-
ets h iav denote statistical averaging (the purpose of the
derivative @h’estiav=@’ is simply to express both ’est and
’ in the same ‘‘units’’). Whatever is the measurement
scheme employed, the error !’ is bounded by the gener-
alized uncertainty relation [11],
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where $"h%2 ' hh2i" hhi2 is the variance of h on the input
state j!i of the N probes, and " is the number of times the
estimation is repeated. Equation (2) derives from the
Cramer-Rao bound and is asymptotically achievable in
the limit of large ". It implies that the minimum error
!’ is obtained when "h is maximum. If j!i is separable
(CC and CQ strategies), "h ' )Pj"

2Hj*1=2 where "2Hj

is the variance of Hj on the state of the jth probe. Hence the
maximum "h is achieved by preparing each probe in a
state having maximum spread for Hj, i.e., the equally
weighted superpositions of the eigenvectors j#Mi and
j#mi of Hj corresponding, respectively, to the maximum
and minimum eigenvalues #M and #m. These states have
"Hj ' $#M " #m%=2, so that for any state we find "h '
)Pj"

2Hj*1=2 +
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p
$#M " #m%=2. This, through Eq. (2),

gives an optimal CC and CQ error of
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This bound can be attained, for instance, by Ramsey inter-
ferometry, i.e., by preparing all the probes in the state
$j#Mi, j#mi%=

!!!
2

p
, and by measuring the probability that

each probe remains unchanged at the output. Even though
Ramsey interferometry does not employ entangled mea-
surements, these are accounted for in the derivation of
Eq. (2); see [11]. This proves that entangled measurements
are not necessary to achieve (3): The CC strategy is as
accurate as the CQ strategy [12].

On the other hand, if j!i can be entangled (QC and QQ
strategies), the maximum "h corresponds to a j!i, which
is an equally weighted superposition of the eigenvectors
relative to the maximum and minimum eigenvalues of the
global generator h, i.e., N#M and N#m. Since this state has
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FIG. 2 (color online). Sequential (or multiround) protocol with
a single probe. Thanks to the ancillary systems A, this scheme
encompasses also adaptive techniques where information on ’ is
extracted between successive applications of the unitary U’. As
in Fig. 1, the triangle represents the probe state preparation, the
black squares represent U’, the symbols on the right represent
detection, and the gray boxes represent unitary operations in-
volving both the probe and the ancillas.
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protocol exists that can achieve an error that scales better
than 1=N.

In the case of interferometry, it has long been claimed
that, when using N photons in the interferometer, the
Heisenberg limit 1=N is the ultimate bound to precision
in phase measurements (whereas classical strategies permit
one to reach only the shot noise limit of 1=
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p
[5]).

However, the available proofs are based [6] on an incorrect
interpretation of the time-energy uncertainty relation [7],
or seem to lack the necessary generality as they refer [5,8]
to specific interferometric setups. Our analysis clarifies
that, indeed, the Heisenberg limit is the bound to interfero-
metric precision. Our bound also applies to quantum
phase-estimation strategies [9], which are customarily pre-
sented as examples of exponential-speedup algorithms. In
fact, even though a precision !2"K that scales exponen-
tially with the number K of employed qubits is achieved,
the algorithms require an exponential number of appli-
cations of the unitary U that generates the phase shift.
Thus, in terms of the number N ’ 2K of times that U needs
to be employed in the procedure, one finds the same 1=N
precision scaling of our optimality bound for sequential
strategies.

In the following, we first analyze the theoretical frame-
work that includes most known quantum metrology proto-
cols. We then derive the bounds to precision in the different
scenarios and show that they are achievable. Finally, we
show how this relates to the known protocols and how to
generate new protocols.

Theoretical framework.—Our goal is to find the most
efficient possible way of estimating a parameter ’, intro-
duced by the system onto the probe through a unitary
operator U’ # exp$"i’H%, where the generator H is a
known Hermitian operator. If we are allowed to sample the
system N times, we can either use the parallel configura-
tion of Fig. 1 where N probes are jointly employed or use
the sequential configuration of Fig. 2 where a single probe
is employed N times (or a combination of these two
strategies). Notice that the latter configuration is in princi-

ple more powerful than the former. In fact, a sequential
strategy can simulate any other configuration that employs
the same number of U’’s, if we add appropriate ancillas
and if we allow the total running time to increase.

We start by analyzing the parallel strategies. Taking j!i
as the state of the N probes, it will be transformed into
U&N

’ j!i, where U&N
’ is the unitary transformation gener-

ated by h ' PN
j'1 Hj (Hj acting on the jth probe). In order

to take into account the possibility that ’ can be estimated
through a general (biased or unbiased) estimator, it is
convenient to use the error estimate [10,11]
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where ’est is the estimator employed and where the brack-
ets h iav denote statistical averaging (the purpose of the
derivative @h’estiav=@’ is simply to express both ’est and
’ in the same ‘‘units’’). Whatever is the measurement
scheme employed, the error !’ is bounded by the gener-
alized uncertainty relation [11],
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where $"h%2 ' hh2i" hhi2 is the variance of h on the input
state j!i of the N probes, and " is the number of times the
estimation is repeated. Equation (2) derives from the
Cramer-Rao bound and is asymptotically achievable in
the limit of large ". It implies that the minimum error
!’ is obtained when "h is maximum. If j!i is separable
(CC and CQ strategies), "h ' )Pj"

2Hj*1=2 where "2Hj

is the variance of Hj on the state of the jth probe. Hence the
maximum "h is achieved by preparing each probe in a
state having maximum spread for Hj, i.e., the equally
weighted superpositions of the eigenvectors j#Mi and
j#mi of Hj corresponding, respectively, to the maximum
and minimum eigenvalues #M and #m. These states have
"Hj ' $#M " #m%=2, so that for any state we find "h '
)Pj"

2Hj*1=2 +
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$#M " #m%=2. This, through Eq. (2),

gives an optimal CC and CQ error of
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This bound can be attained, for instance, by Ramsey inter-
ferometry, i.e., by preparing all the probes in the state
$j#Mi, j#mi%=

!!!
2

p
, and by measuring the probability that

each probe remains unchanged at the output. Even though
Ramsey interferometry does not employ entangled mea-
surements, these are accounted for in the derivation of
Eq. (2); see [11]. This proves that entangled measurements
are not necessary to achieve (3): The CC strategy is as
accurate as the CQ strategy [12].

On the other hand, if j!i can be entangled (QC and QQ
strategies), the maximum "h corresponds to a j!i, which
is an equally weighted superposition of the eigenvectors
relative to the maximum and minimum eigenvalues of the
global generator h, i.e., N#M and N#m. Since this state has
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FIG. 2 (color online). Sequential (or multiround) protocol with
a single probe. Thanks to the ancillary systems A, this scheme
encompasses also adaptive techniques where information on ’ is
extracted between successive applications of the unitary U’. As
in Fig. 1, the triangle represents the probe state preparation, the
black squares represent U’, the symbols on the right represent
detection, and the gray boxes represent unitary operations in-
volving both the probe and the ancillas.
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We point out a general framework that encompasses most cases in which quantum effects enable an
increase in precision when estimating a parameter (quantum metrology). The typical quantum precision
enhancement is of the order of the square root of the number of times the system is sampled. We prove that
this is optimal, and we point out the different strategies (classical and quantum) that permit one to attain
this bound.
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When estimating an unknown parameter in a quantum
system, we typically prepare a probe, let it interact with the
system, and then measure the probe. If the physical mecha-
nism that governs the system dynamics is known, we can
deduce the value of the parameter by comparing the input
and the output states of the probe. Since quantum states are
rarely distinguishable with certainty, there usually is an
inherent statistical uncertainty in such estimation. To re-
duce this uncertainty, we can use N identical, independent
probes, measure them, and average the results. From the
central limit theorem, for large N the error on the average
decreases as !=

!!!!
N

p
, where !2 is the variance of the

measurement results associated with each probe. Using
the same physical resources with the addition of quantum
effects (such as entanglement or squeezing), an even better
precision can often be achieved with a customary

!!!!
N

p

enhancement, i.e., a scaling of 1=N [1].
In this Letter we introduce a theoretical framework that

encompasses all of these strategies, and we show that the
scaling 1=N is the general lower bound to the estimation
error: The only way to further decrease the error is to
reduce !, by improving the probe response to the interac-
tion with the system. In analogy to quantum communica-
tion [2], different scenarios are possible (see Fig. 1): Either
we do not employ quantum effects [classical-classical
(CC) strategy] or quantum effects can be used only in the
probe measurement [classical-quantum (CQ) strategy] or
only in the probe preparation [quantum-classical (QC)
strategy] or in both stages [quantum-quantum (QQ) strat-
egy]. We show that the ultimate precision limit for the CC
and CQ strategies is the classical limit 1=

!!!!
N

p
, while the

ultimate limit for the QC and QQ strategies is 1=N. This
means that, even though entanglement at the preparation
stage is useful to increase the precision, it is useless at the
measurement stage. Hence, the previously proposed meth-
ods for quantum-enhanced parameter estimation can be
modified relinquishing entangled measurements without

performance loss. Moreover, if one is willing to exchange
physical resources with running time, the same precision
1=N of the quantum strategy can be achieved also classi-
cally by sequentially applying the transformation N times
on the same probe (multiround protocol; see Fig. 2) [3,4].
We prove optimality also in this case: No multiround

Uϕ

Uϕ

Uϕ

Uϕ

Uϕ

Uϕ

CC CQ

QC QQ

Uϕ

UϕUϕ

Uϕ

Uϕ Uϕ

FIG. 1 (color online). Different strategies for the estimation of
a parameter ’ involving N parallel samplings of a unitary
operator U’ (black squares). The CC strategy involves separable
input states and separable measurements [i.e., local operations
and measurements whose results are communicated classically
(LOCC)]. The CQ strategy involves separable input states and
general measurement schemes. The QC strategy involves general
input states (also entangled) and separable measurements. The
QQ strategy involves general input states and general measure-
ment schemes. The triangles on the left represent state prepara-
tion and the symbols on the right represent measurements. The
gray boxes represent a unitary operation involving multiple
probes (Q strategies).
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the parameter     is encoded into a 
joint state of the N probes.
The probes are jointly measured.

�

the parameter     is encoded into a 
separable state of the N probes.
The probes are jointly measured.

�
the parameter     is encoded into a 
separable state of the N probes.
Each probe is measured individually.

�

the parameter     is encoded into a 
joint state of the N probes.
Each probe is measured individually.

�

�⇤ � 1/(
�

⇥N)�⇤ � 1/(
�

⇥N)

�⇤ � 1/(
�

⇥N) �⇤ � 1/(
�

⇥N)
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OPEN PROBLEMS:

  noise????

SUMMARY:

✦ state discrimination (Helstrom and Chernoff bounds)
✦ parameter estimation (Cramer-Rao Bound)
✦ Heisenberg scaling
✦ Thermal Suscetibility
✦ Quantum Correlations.

Thank you!


